CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF A SPECIALIZED GEOINFORMATION SYSTEM

One of the most important directions for solving the problem of improving the process of providing geospatial information on the systems of command and control of troops and weapons is the implementation into the practice of the Armed Forces of Ukraine management of military information systems (MIS), representing software and hardware complexes, that was designed to collect, process, store, analyze, simulation and visual display of geospatial information necessary to support decision-making on military command in peace time and wartime, and tactics digital (electronic) cards and perform military applications (settlement) problems associated with the assessment of operational and tactical planning properties of the terrain and the use of force (means). To this end, the author proposes a conceptual model of a specialized geoinformation system in this article. This model allows us to combine into a single whole the views of researchers on the creation and operation of specialized geoinformation system. In the course of the study, classic methods of analysis and synthesis, methods of decomposition, mathematical statistics, modeling, complex technical systems, and others were used. As a result of the research carried out in the article, the author obtained a conceptual model of a specialized geoinformation system. The given model makes it possible to combine separate theoretical researches, to supplement and improve them and to enter a new scientific level. The proposed research may become a new scientific basis for the development and improvement of existing specialized geoinformation system. The author's proposed model allows describing the functioning of individual subsystems of a specialized geoinformation system, as a whole, and individual subsystems. The practical implementation of the above conceptual model of MIS will provide the provision of geoinformational resources to all information necessary for the management of troops and weapons. A distinctive feature of MIS will be the differentiation of the provision of geospatial data for various parts of the control of troops and weapons systems. In other words, this or that unit of military control will be provided only by the set of geospatial data that is necessary and sufficient for the purpose of the task.
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Introduction

At the present stage of historical development in connection with the emergence of new weapon types, such as high-precision weapons and weapons, is based on new physical principles (electromagnetic, laser, infrasound, etc.), which has a great destructive force, as well as in the coup in the military affair took place with the creation of their devices of delivery, which led to the necessity to improve the process of providing geospatial information on the control systems of troops and weapons [1-7].

One of the most important directions for solving this problem is the introduction in the practice of the Armed Forces of Ukraine management of military information systems (MIS) that represent hardware and software complexes designed to collect, process, store, analyze, simulate and visualize the geospatial information, that is required for supporting the decision-making on military command in peacetime and wartime, as well as the creation of digital (electronic) maps and execution of military-applied (settlement) tasks, according to associated with the assessment of operational-tactical properties of the area and the planning of the forces (devices) using.

Modern geoinformation systems, that is using in the Armed Forces of Ukraine are different in purpose, incompatible with one another and functionally limited.

An urgent scientific task arises, which consists in generalization, systematization and improvement of existing views on the creation and application of geoinformation systems of special purpose [5-7].

Proceeding from the foregoing, the purpose of this article is to develop a conceptual model of a special-purpose geographic information system.

Presentation of the main material

Nowadays, the following MIS are supplied to the Armed Forces of Ukraine: "VioIIt", "KIDD", "Arta" and "Combat". These geoinformation systems are actively used to provide troop control units with geospatial information. However, despite the positive recommendations of users about MIS adopted, their significant disadvantages were also noted, the main ones are [7-11]:

1) special software is not implemented in the network, but in the form of local automated workplaces, which causes its high cost;
2) devices of remote access through MIS servers are poorly designed;
3) there is no single database of geospatial information in the interests of providing users of MIS, which is part of the geographic information space of Ukraine, containing updated digital (electronic) topographical, naval navigation, special maps and plans of cities of all scale; spatial models of terrain in various formats with metadata, which ensures the creation of a mapping coverage on any parts of the Earth's surface in two-dimensional and three-dimensional form in vector and raster forms in different coordinate systems; providing this information on a user's request, subject to their permission, through geoservices for its viewing and download;
4) military-applied (estimated) tasks related to the assessment of tactical properties of the area and the planning of using of forces (devices) in MIS are not
implemented, analytical functions are based only on
cardometry, morphometry and graphic transformation,
due to the lack of algorithms for the transformation of
geospatial information according to consumer requests.
Despite a number of developments in this direction [1,
2, 5, 6], they are still underdeveloped. At the beginning
of the XXI century, a similar situation occurred in the
US Army and a number of NATO member states, that
refused to develop new MIS and selected the ArcGIS
specialized software as the MIS core of the combined
commercial set of cartographic instruments (JCMTK).
This specialized software is widely used in most
government departments and commercial structures and
and is constantly being improved by ESRI, and units of the
engineering corps develop and implement in the
practice of geoinformational support for troops
individual modules for solving military-applied tasks
and processing of non-standard geospatial data;
5) knowledge base, that is necessary for solving
military-applied (settlement) tasks;
6) MIS architecture is based on the principles of
the so-called "stable" system, that contain once and for
all the volume of special information contained therein;
7) during the life cycle of MIS are not
accompanied by software developers, so new versions,
and systems in general, differ little from each other (in
the best case, add separate modules for solving one or
two military applications (settlement) tasks).
In addition, MIS users point out, that the contents
of databases and knowledge bases should be updated
promptly as new and/or more accurate and detailed data
is received. It is also necessary to improve and special
software both in terms of increasing the efficiency of
providing information to the consumer, and in terms of
the reliability of the protection of special information
from unauthorized admission. At the same time, the
software must ensure correct operation of existing
databases and knowledge bases. In the article, the author
considers the conceptual model of MIS, which in his
opinion, will eliminate the above-mentioned shortcomings
and will ensure the effective transformation and
presentation of large volumes of various geospatial
information to military command, both in peacetime and
in wartime.

The proposed conceptual model of MIS consists of
three main subsystems (Fig. 1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition and sources of geospatial data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Composition:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sources:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geospatial data providers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State Ministries:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power departments:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devices of collecting and processing of geospatial data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Software:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technical facilities:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.** The conceptual model of the geoinformation system of special purpose

1) subsystem of information support, that characterizes the process of obtaining geospatial data necessity for the functioning of MIS;
2) the subsystem of processing geospatial data, characterizing the process of automated and interactive conversion of coordinate-time information in accordance with user requests and the need to submit it in a convenient way for them;
3) the subsystem of access to information resources of MIS, which characterizes the process of
obtaining information resources of the processed information by consumers.

Briefly consider the features of each of these subsystems.

1. A subsystem of information support. It deals with the content, sources, suppliers, devices of collection and pre-processing of geospatial data necessary for the functioning of MIS. It is assumed, that the source information will include the entire spectrum of astronomical-geodetic and gravimetric data, that determine the spatial position of the objects of the area, and cartographic models of the earth's space with their quantitative and qualitative characteristics.

The sources of geospatial information are all available data on terrain objects with their characteristics, including various digital and electronic maps, various special maps and schemes, digital models of the parameters of the gravitational field of the earth and coordinate directories of geodetic points.

Suppliers of geospatial information should be all ministries and departments, that use in their work data on the terrain and objects located on it. First of all, suppliers of such information will be geodetic and cartographic enterprises of the State Register, as well as parts and topographic units of the Armed Forces of Ukraine.

Once the content of the source information has been generated, there will be a problem of bringing the heterogeneous data to the uniform appearance set for MIS.

First of all, it concerns the transformation of all the original information into a single system of geodetic coordinates, which will ensure the creation of a single geoinformation space for all geospatial data, used in the system.

In addition to this problem, the problem of the correct combination of all formats of geospatial information and the transition to a single internal format established for the geoinformation system under development is relevant. In this format, the representation of geospatial information in the domestic MIS is the SFX format.

The actual task will be the filtration of the original geospatial information. The fact is that the same objects and elements of the locality may be contained in various specialist materials supplied by various ministries and departments.

At the same time, the same information in different sources will be kept with different accuracy, and in relation to the plane objects of the terrain and relief, and with different details. Hence, there is a problem of allocation from the available output arrays of the highest quality in accuracy and most detailed in the content of information.

2. A subsystem of geospatial data processing. It contains five main elements:

1) electronic card control (MIS core);
2) element of conducting operational environment;
3) element of interaction with the database of operational information;
4) element of interaction with the database of knowledge of military-applied (settlement) tasks; 5) element of interaction with the library of military-applied (settlement) tasks.

Let's briefly consider the main functions of each element of this subsystem [4]. Electronic card control (MIS core). It communicates with the database of digital terrain information (DTI) and provides the following functions:

1) control the display of electronic maps at a given scale, coordinate system, cartographic projection, according to the specified display criteria, in accordance with the requirements of the information and cartographic provision of the Armed Forces of Ukraine;
2) searching for objects of digital information about terrain by the given criteria;
3) conducting a classifier of digital information on terrain;
4) realization of the calculated functions of cartographic algebra, analytic and geometric functions;
5) preservation of digital terrain information in the internal format of MIS or using the cartographic converter of digital information on the terrain in an exchange format;
6) reception of solid copies of digital information about the terrain.

An element of operating the operating environment. It communicates with the library of electronic conditional signs of the operational environment (LECSOE) and provides the following functions:

1) support of the library of conventional signs of operational and tactical appointment, which corresponds to the domain of military information systems;
2) support of the rules of applying the operational-tactical situation in accordance with the domain of military information systems;
3) the formation of an operational-tactical situation on an electronic card in an interactive mode;
4) the formation in an automatic mode of a tactical situation on an electronic map in a given system of conditional signs according to the data available in the database of operational-tactical information;
5) display of the operational situation, deposited on an electronic card.

The element of interaction with the database of operational information (OI). It communicates with the database of operational information and provides the following functions:

1) the interaction of MIS with the database of the operational environment through the software interfaces;
2) viewing, editing, adding of records and sections of thematic information in the database of the operational environment;
3) the formation and execution of requests for data necessity for decision-making by public officials;
4) application of operational and tactical situation on electronic maps;
5) graphical representation of the results of the decision of military-applied tasks;
6) execution of queries and reception of reference attributive information about objects of the electronic card from the database of the operational environment.
An element of interaction with a database of knowledge of military-applied tasks. He communicates with the database of knowledge of military-applied (settlement) tasks and provides the following functions:

1) support in the current state of knowledge necessary for solving military and applied problems in the environment of MIS;
2) formation of the knowledge about the subject area;
3) formation of requests to the knowledge base for obtaining the reference information necessary for decision-making by public officials.

An element of interaction with the library of military-applied (settlement) tasks. He communicates with the library of military-applied (settlement) tasks and provides the following functions:

1) Launching and solving military-applied (settlement) tasks in the environment of MIS;
2) obtaining and displaying the results of the decision of military-applied (settlement) tasks on electronic maps;
3) using of MIS-core functions while working with digital terrain information;
4) using of operational-tactical information in the decision of military-applied (settlement) tasks;
5) preservation of the results of the decision of military-applied (settlement) tasks in the database of operational information.

3. A subsystem of access to information resources of MIS. It contains two elements: an access control and a user interface.

Let's briefly consider their main functions. Access control It provides the following functions:

1) authentication of users and verification of their rights and powers to work with information resources MIS;
2) delimitation of access to information resources of MIS;
3) Individual setting of parameters for each user (official).

User interface. It provides the following functions:

1) the visibility of using the subject area, adopted for the solution of military-applied (settlement) tasks;
2) informing the operator about the results of checking the correctness of his actions and warning about possible errors of the operator or failure of the software as a result of his improper actions;
3) connection of the operator to the MIS help system by interactively calling the electronic instructions and context-sensitive information about those or other MIS capabilities necessary for the solution of the task, and also by using "pop-up" prompts;
4) the ability to configure the operator to configure the necessary elements of the user interface for the more effective solution to a military application task.

The conclusion from this explosion

In the article, a conceptual model of a specialized geoinformation system is proposed. The proposed model allows describing the functioning of individual subsystems of a specialized geoinformation system, as a whole, and individual subsystems.

The practical implementation of the above conceptual model of MIS will provide the provision of geoinformational resources to all information necessity for the management of troops and weapons.

A distinctive feature of MIS will be the differentiation of the provision of geospatial data for various parts of the control of troops and weapons systems.

In other words, this or that unit of military control will be provided only by the set of geospatial data that is necessary and sufficient for the purpose of the task.

Directions of further research will be the development of methods for processing various types of information in geoinformation systems of special purpose.
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